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Lafarge Cement CE
Holding GmbH  •  6 countries  •  5 sites  •  headquarters

Founded in April 2012, Lafarge Central Europe (LCE)  
currently employs 630 people.

At all of the Lafarge CE sites, manufacturing and work proceed 
in accordance with the Lafarge principles. Safety at work and the 
health of its employees, social and ecological obligations towards 
people and the environment, open communication, active partner-
ship with the region and a sustainable company policy are all part 
of the company’s philosophy.
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LAFARGE CENTRAL EUROPE
The Place I Wanna Work For

cement
plants

[as of June 2014]

5
countries6

our
average
age

Every year we establish
internal coaching pairs 
from different countries. 
So far we’ve had 16 since 2012 

43

Oldest cement plant
(Mannersdorf, 1894)

Youngest cement plant
(Királyegyháza, 2011)
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630 employees

50:50 in headquarters[ ]
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24
apprentices

20% of all 
headcount 
are women

Youngest: 20 (apprentice: 16)

A mixture of young and dynamic
as well as stable and experienced teams
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Our corporate language is English, 
but we are also proud native 
speakers of: German, Slovenian, 
Hungarian, Czech, Slovakian, 
Croatian, Spanish, French, 
Serbian, Romanian and many 
other regional dialects…



At Lafarge we strongly believe that having diverse 
teams and an inclusive mindset represents a real 
competitive advantage today. Specifically for us 
as LCE (Lafarge Central Europe), operating in six 
different national markets – Austria, the Czech Re-
public, Slovakia, Slovenia, Croatia and  Hungary – 
diversity is part of our everyday work. We are work-
ing in an environment that provides us with natural 
plurality, which is expressed in terms of geograph-
ical origins, religion, age, gender, education level 
and physical aspects.

I am profoundly convinced that employee, team 
and management diversity and an effective orga-
nization as well as strong investment in our people 
are key to achieving our strategic objectives and 
ensure that our business thrives in the long term.

To benefit from plurality, an organization needs 
to have an inclusive environment where everyone 
feels respected, involved and recognized. This will 
help us open up to new ways of working, gain more 
flexibility and not to exclude anyone.

Diversity and inclusion are therefore considered 
one of the levers that will enable us to become an 
employer of choice, to increase performance and 
consolidate our leadership position. Lafarge sup-
ports the development of employee skills, and key 
positions will undergo individual development pro-
grams and training.

Let’s each of us make a difference.  Thomas Spannagl 
CCEO Lafarge Central Europe



Engage Our People Through  
Open & Inclusive Culture

At Lafarge, we are convinced that diversity is a source 
of innovation and performance. Individuals with an in-
clusive approach create an open, innovative and safe 
work environment and thereby contribute to increased 
business performance.

In creating an inclusive atmosphere we put focus on:

ONBOARDING – Maximizing Success

There is no second chance  
for a first impression

Newcomers 
How do we integrate new employees?

The aim of an induction program is to make sure that 
new employees are given all the help and guidance 
they need for them to do their job to the 
required standard as soon as possi-
ble. It provides an introduction to the 
working environment and the set-up 
of the employee within the organiza-
tion. The induction program usually 
spans over the first couple of months 
and includes the topics relevant for the 
new employee’s job and position within 
the organization. We use LCE as an ad-
vantage and benefit from the possibility 
of integrating certain functions by ex-
ploring the work of our various factories.

What Is Important For Us?

• our integration plan is prepared in advance, before 
the employee starts to work. The content of indi-
vidual induction programs will vary according to 
the needs of the individual;

• as new employees will have a considerable amount 
of information to absorb when starting their new 
role, we make sure to divide the induction pro-
gram into subjects or areas of responsibility en-
abling the individual to build up their knowledge 
gradually, preventing confusion;

• all our induction programs are planned in advance 
and communicated throughout the orga-

nization. Employees have the oppor-
tunity to meet with colleagues, but 
primarily with our management;

• the Welcome Book is part of our 
integration program. On their first 
day, all new employees receive this 
Welcome Book which contains all 
the important practical information 
about the people and site they’re 
starting to work at, as well as a brief 
overview of other LCE countries.
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Draft the integration 
plan and communicate 
it to everybody involved 

Communicate first day 
logistics to employee

Provide point of contact 
for the first day

Prepare for employee 
(infrastructure support)

Have initial meeting 
with HR to go 
through organization  
of the country &
other relevant  topics
(incl. Tools LO, etc.)
as well as explain the 
integration plan to 
the employee

Help new employee 
become familiar
with the work 
environment
(office, tools, payroll 
details, Welcome 
Book,etc.)

Meet-and-greet 
through the building 
with N+1/HR

Have employee have 
the meetings with 
department heads 
and key people in the 
organisation
(introduction; 
organization and 
expectations of each 
other)

Pay attention to 
address some special 
topics (e.g. current 
projects, attend 
specific meeting) 
relevant  to the 
function

Set performance 
expectations and job 
scope

Make sure the 
employee gets the 
broader view of the 
organization (LCE, 
Group) through 
meetings, plant 
visits, cross-plant 
projects, etc.

Monitor performance 
and give feedback

Provide essential 
training (e.g. VFL) 

Have employee fully 
engaged in plant 
projects

Make sure employee is 
well connected within 
in  their function in 
Lafarge (network, 
best practices, etc.)

Provide formal and 
informal feedback on 
performance

Create individual 
development plan (IDP)

HR together with N+1 HR together with N+1 N+1, department heads HR together with N+1 HR together with N+1
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Employees Taking Up a New Function 

Integration plans are not limited only to newcomers. Ev-
ery time an employee significantly changes their func-
tion, the organization provides them with a suitable in-
tegration plan.
In that case, the plan focuses on:

• the gaps between the old and new function mak-
ing sure the employee has the chance to acquire/ 
master some new skills;

• and/or meeting people relevant for the new func-
tion and understanding their new challenges;

• in the majority of cases, this plan includes visits 
to all our sites/plants and working on a specific  
topic or project (e.g. benchmarking between the 
LCE plants);

• depending on the individual challenges, the plan 
also includes visits to other Lafarge plants but also  
knowledge sharing from other companies outside 
the Group.

After 3 years on the position of Maintenance Manager, I accepted a new challenge within the same plant 
and took up the position of Production and Quarry Manager. Although not new to the company, I never-
theless had a structured integration plan. I spent a week in each of the LCE plants and our neighboring 
plant in Serbia. During that time, I managed to see how different plants and different teams work, share 
my experiences with my peers and establish my new network. It affected significantly my perspective and 
way of working once I got back to my plant. I am very happy I got that opportunity.   

Walter Gems, Production and Quarry Manager, Mannersdorf plant, with Lafarge since 2008

The integration plan I got at my first day in Lafarge was very well prepared. I had the chance to have indi-
vidual meetings with my colleagues from different departments in order to understand the specific things 
in the cement business and the way their departments work. What I especially liked was meeting the 
colleagues from marketing and sales people from different countries. I was able to see general principles 
and also local approaches.

Miroslav Kratochvil, Sales Manager Czech Republic, with Lafarge since 2013





People Development  
– Making Our People Successful
Acquiring New Skills
At Lafarge, the individual development of our employ-
ees is a priority. We want to provide opportunities to our 
employees for professional growth. We encourage every-
one to develop their skills and talents and realize their 
full individual potential.
We offer:

• extensive internal and external training pro-
grams that relate to a wide range of topics – from 
management skills through specific expert/techni-
cal knowledge to the Group’s culture and values;

• cooperation with local professional organizations 
and providers as well as internal Lafarge organi-
zations like the Technical Center (specializing in 
cement-related training), Lafarge University (fo-
cusing strongly on the development of soft skills 
and leadership profile) and our own e-learning 
platform;

• an individual development plan (IDP) as a tool to 
assist employees in career and personal develop-
ment.  Its primary purpose  is to help employees 
reach short and long-term development goals, as 
well as improve current job performance;

• special support for individual development through 
an internal “education policy“ adapted to the dif-
ferent needs of employees and employer.



Alongside formal training sessions, we develop our peo-
ple through various kinds of on-the-job training. These 
learning activities take place in:

• a practical working situation through mid-term tai-
lor-made programs (cross-functional and through-
out the hierarchy) and varying from shadowing and 
job rotation to coaching and mentoring. 

The complexity of the LCE cluster means we fully uti-
lize and foster mobility and exchange (short missions, 
specific local or Cluster projects, internal audits, etc.) 
between our sites as a means to learn from each other, 
share best practices, work together on projects/actions 
and help each other to grow.



Career Progression and Mobility 
 
We encourage job mobility in the course of the career 
as a form of development. However, mobility does not 
necessarily mean geographical movement (expatriation) 
or vertical progression. Any other change in position 
demonstrates mobility as well, either within one func-

tion (taking additional responsibility) or horizontally 
throughout the organization (having a new function). 
If you target a position with international responsibili-
ties with a variety of exposure in terms of business and 
culture, geographical mobility is considered an advan-
tage. A significant percentage of this experience can 
only be acquired when an employee is exposed to an-
other environment.



I’ve been on the position of Quality Manager in the Cizkovice plant for 15 years. I worked on many techni-
cal projects in my career, but this year in addition to my current job I got the opportunity to further develop 
my leadership profile by leading a complex change development project One team-one target. In this role, 
I am leading a local project team which consists of peers from different departments (both, technical and 
SG&A) and I am also working closely with local Steering Committee and LCE project leader on facilitating 
this change initiative.
This project is very different from the work I usually do on daily basis and as such is putting me out of my 
comfort zone. This I find very beneficial for enriching my experience and letting me acquire new skills. I learned more every 
day during this project then I would on a certain training.

Petr Cermak, Quality Manager, Cizkovice plant, with Lafarge since 1996

I was part of the 1.5 year development program called Step up. Through it we got the opportunity to learn 
through many case studies, how to behave and response to different managerial situations, how to deal 
with and manage people. It shows you, who you are in the team, your personality, your character, your 
skills, your strengths, your weaknesses and gives you possibility to predict how people behave, think and 
response in different situations. And most important is that when I face problematic situations, I face them 
prepared and I know how to react. Step up is very good training for learning how to deal with people and 
how to build and maintain good team work and team spirit.

Sebastjan Ledinek, Operations Manager Apnenec / Process engineer Slovenia, with Lafarge since 2006



Our Diversity Is Our Strength

Diversity means a workforce with a variety of personal 
characteristics. These include visible or less apparent 
similarities and differences in gender, ethnicity, nation-
alities, thinking and working styles, abilities, ambitions, 
and all the other characteristics that make each person 
unique.

We aim to take into consideration specifically and to 
confirm explicitly our openness on different aspects of 
diversity such as age or gender.

We believe in the benefits of young professionals and 
staff with extensive experience working together, while 
allowing new ideas and preserving existing knowledge 
within the company at the same time.

We want to attract and recruit the best person for every 
position, coming from diverse backgrounds, with diverse 
abilities, experiences and ambitions. 

We believe in equal treatment and equal chances for 
both men and women.

When working in a foreign country the hardest is to become part of the local culture and adjust to the new 
environment. The transition from my native Romania to Hungary is made easier for me thanks to being 
surrounded by open minded people who are willing to learn from cultural differences. For the past three 
years, we have been heavily working together on implementing business processes in a starter company, 
getting rid of old habits and continuously learning how to be a team. I can say that being a woman in 
management position, working in heavy industry and in a foreign country is a challenge and at the same 
time great learning and working experience.

Madalina Maria, Finance Manager Hungary, with Lafarge since 2000

After 24 years spent in Slovenia and another 2 spent in Lafarge Serbia, I took up the position of Opera-
tions Manager in the South part of Hungary. Here the biggest challenge is to build the efficient team out 
of people with limited experience in the cement industry. The main objective is to transfer my and Group 
experience to the plant team. Furthermore, I am working with the young generation for the first time in 
my carrier. The difference in values is huge and I need to take these into account during our day-to-day 
interactions. The motivation factors for young people are more complex than they were in the past. 

Roman Petelin, Operations Manager, Királyegyháza plant, with Lafarge since 2000  

(Lafarge takeover of TRB plan) – otherwise since 1986





Working Time

In LCE the possibility for flexible working time is seen 
as support for an individual’s specific circumstances 
rather than a company-wide entitlement.

This means that management makes a special effort to 
support the personal needs of employees (in managing 
their work-life demands) in a given period of time. It 
also means that the working pattern is organized around 
the specific challenges of the work-life demands.

The individual organization of working time has to meet 
the need of the employee and the organization’s needs. 

We would like to emphasize that flexible working time 
can only be considered a success if it ensures a suc-
cessful outcome for all the stakeholders involved.

Responsible managers and HRD handle request for in-
dividual working hours and have the authority to agree 
to, or decline individual working requests.

Business needs should always be kept in the focus while 
assessing requests of employees.

Working at Lafarge and pursuing an MBA was an extraordinary opportunity for my professional and per-
sonal growth but also a challenging time. During this time I got back up from my bosses and colleagues 
by having flexible working times as well as working on real business cases of the organization. Definitely 
having such support was a great contribution to the success of my studies.

Maria Fernanda Briceno Salazar, Controller in the HQ, with Lafarge since 2009

Lafarge strongly supports the aim of individual to be educated and developed. Also, it supports you to 
easily combine educational and regular job activities.

A company is showing a respect towards different out-of –job activities from individuals. For many years I 
have been a trainer of young swimmers. In all these years I had full support from employer towards com-
bining additional hobby and job as well as now while I’m having a family.

Petra Kajic, Environment and Product Development Manager, Trbovlje plant, with Lafarge since 2003





Lafarge Central Europe (LCE) 
Diversity & Inclusion Statement

Definitions
Diversity means a workforce with a variety of personal characteristics. These include 
visible or less apparent similarities and differences in gender, ethnicity, nationali-
ties, thinking and working styles, abilities, ambitions, and all the other characteris-
tics that make each person unique.
Inclusion refers to a way of working together where all profiles and forms of diversity 
are bringing their unique value. An inclusive culture encompasses a mindset, be-
haviors and processes that value and make the most of the diversity available within 
the organization.

The Importance of Diversity & Inclusion
At Lafarge, we are convinced that diversity is a source of innovation and perfor-
mance. Individuals with an inclusive approach create an open, innovative and 
safe work environment and thereby contribute to increased business performance. 
Therefore, and in line with our values outlined in the Lafarge Principles of Actions, 
we aim to promote a diverse and inclusive workplace, where each of us feels recog-
nized, appreciated and respected and is able and encouraged to contribute to their 
full potential.

LCE Diversity & Inclusion Ambition
At LCE, we aim to promote a workplace free from discrimination and to provide 
equal opportunities for all. We strive to include diversity & inclusion principles and 
practices in all aspects of our people management and HR processes, including the 
following:

m  Develop our people to realize their full potential

We want to provide opportunities to our employees for professional growth. We en-
courage everyone to develop their skills and talents and realize their full individual 
potential, making sure to maintain the balance between the individual and the needs 
of the organization. We specifically foster mobility and exchange (short missions, 



specific local or Cluster projects, internal audits, etc.) between our sites as a means 
to learn from each other, share best practices, work together on projects/actions and 
help each other to grow (coaching, mentoring, integration support, network…).

m  Recruit the best from a broad range of candidates 

We want to attract and recruit the best person for every position, coming from di-
verse backgrounds, with diverse abilities, experiences and ambitions. We aim to 
specifically take into consideration and to explicitly confirm our openness on differ-
ent aspects of diversity such as age, gender, disabilities, working and thinking styles 
during the hiring process.

m  Lay the foundations for diversity

In order to recruit and retain the best talent, we continually work on providing the 
preconditions necessary for meeting the needs of our diverse workforce. We strive 
to support the individual circumstances that affect work in a given timeframe and 
under the condition that there is no business reason against it.
Laying the foundations for diversity also includes providing infrastructure for people 
with special needs, which is our continuous and long-term objective. We continu-
ously develop a strong relationship with our stakeholders by exchanging experience 
and knowledge.

m  Engage our people through an open & inclusive culture

We aim to better understand the jobs of each other, reinforce the role of managers 
as integrators and decision makers, increase job ownership of our employees at all 
levels and reward results. We aim to stimulate open communication and encourage 
people on all hierarchical levels to share their views and opinions, ideas and innova-
tions. Bearing in mind our cultural diversity, we  make a special effort to implement 
development programs in local languages and at the same time permanently de-
velop English as our corporate standard. Through various tailor-made development 
programs we address the specific development needs of our employees. We aspire 
to become an employer of choice for people who appreciate to work in a supportive 
environment where they feel involved, valued and can deliver strong performance.

LCE ExCOM: 04.06.2014.



Lafarge Group

A world leader in building materials, Lafarge 

employs 64,000 people in 62 countries, and 

posted sales of €15.2 billion in 2013. As a 

top-ranking player in its Cement, Aggregates 

and Concrete businesses, it contributes to the 

construction of cities around the world, through 

its innovative solutions providing them with 

more housing and making them more com-

pact, more durable, more beautiful, and better 

connected. With the world’s leading building 

materials research facility, Lafarge places in-

novation at the heart of its priorities in order 

to contribute to more sustainable construction 

and to better serve architectural creativity.



THE PLACE I WANNA WORK FOR



We look forward to  
our successes and to 
celebrating them together!



Lafarge Data and Facts
World Rankings
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Lafarge Zementwerke GmbH – Headquarters
Gumpendorfer Straße 19-21 

A-1061 Wien
Tel : +43 1 58 889 0

Fax : +43 1 58 889 1205

Lafarge Zementwerke GmbH – Retznei plant
A-8461 Retznei 34

Tel: +43 3453 2101-0  
Fax : +43 3453 2101-3089

Lafarge Zementwerke GmbH – Mannersdorf plant
Wiener Straße 10

Tel: +43 2168 623 11
Fax: +43 2168 623 11-2107

Lafarge Cement, a.s.
Čížkovice č. p. 27
41112 Čížkovice

obchod@lafarge.com
+420 416 577 111

Lafarge Cement d.o.o.
Kolodvorska 5 

1420 Trbovlje, Slovenia
Tel +386 35 652 400
Fax +386 35 652 440

info@lafarge.com

Lafarge Cement Magyarország Kft.
Királyegyháza Cementgyár,

7940 Szentlőrinc, Pf. 54
Tel. +(36) 73 500 922 
Fax: +(36) 73 500 958

cementhungary@lafarge.com


